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ABSTRACT 

Immune system microenvironments are intricate in structure and harbor dynamic 

biological processes. The mammalian immune system plays a key role in health and 

disease of the animal. Therefore, there is a compelling need to analyze any-and-all 

information available through live-cell imaging to gain a deep understanding of the 

underlying biological process. Developing computational image analysis tools for 

reducing the cycle time of hypothesis generation, biological experimentation and 

hypothesis testing is the focus of this thesis. In this regard, this thesis makes a number of 

fundamental advancements in the field of analytics driven bio-image informatics.  

To begin with, we propose an automated sparse spectral unmixing algorithm to 

overcome the problem of spectral cross talk. We based this algorithm on the K-line 

clustering technique and a pseudo-inverse solution to linear unmixing. The algorithm 

scales gracefully with the number of channels and can handle both under-determined and 

over-determined systems. Through experiments with synthetic data, we show that our 

technique performs better than commonly employed method based on Independent 

Component Analysis [1]. We found that the average per pixel error rate was 25% lower 

for the proposed algorithm than fastICA [1,2]. 

The core contribution of this thesis is a multi-temporal method for globally optimal 

cell tracking in immune system microenvironments. The method formulates the tracking 

problem as a second-order edge selection problem in a directed hypergraph. We used 

integer programming to solve the edge selection problem. This formulation eliminates 

the need for manual track initialization by using overlapping second order edges. We 

computed the motion model using a non-parametric kernel density estimator based on a 

training dataset. We found that our non-parametric motion model has 17 % lower error 

rate than a fixed Gaussian based motion model based on the synthetic data experiments. 

The non-parametric motion model represents the reality more accurately and can be 

adapted to motion patterns previously unseen. Global optimality of second-order 

matching ensures accurate tracking, even in regions of high cell density where numerous 

locally optimal track hypotheses are feasible. The formulation implicitly models the 

errors in the segmentation and corrects them by exploiting the spatio-temporal 
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continuity. A quantitative study on four datasets containing 3361 cells showed that our 

algorithm reduces 53% of the errors in segmentation. In comparison, Jaqaman et al.’s u-

track algorithm [3] eliminates only 38% of the segmentation errors. We found the error 

rate of our tracking algorithm to be 2.23%, a whole 28.8% lesser than u-track’s error rate 

while comparing 7213 track correspondences. The tracking error rates were computed 

without correcting the segmentation errors. In comparison, Chen et al.’s work [4,5] had 

5.39% error rate in track correspondences after correcting segmentation errors (13.84%). 

We also performed synthetic data experiments by simulating real cells to move in an 

image volume. We studied the sensitivity of our algorithm to a variety of parameters like 

track density, imaging noise level and average confinement ratio of the tracks by 

generating more than 50 synthetic datasets. We have presented our findings in the 

Validation chapter. 

The proposed track-editing framework uses multiple views to visualize the data in 

multiple spaces. We propose five views – namely, the image view, the histogram view, 

the 3-D Kymograph view, the table view and the scatter plot view to visualize the data in 

feature and image spaces. The track editor allows for large-scale track editing by 

leveraging pattern analysis algorithms like one-class SVM to identify errors, one error-

type at a time. The analytics will aid the user in performing rapid large-scale editing in 

groups rather than a typical sequential editing process. 

As an application, we used the proposed algorithms to study the differences in cell 

structure and motility patterns between two genetically different cell types in live ex-vivo 

imaging of a mouse thymus. Apart from the previously published features [5], this thesis 

proposes a number of new associative dynamic features between motile thymocytes and 

stationary blood vessels. We analyzed the features for differences among cell types using 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (with 5% significance level). Among several others, the 

test identified normalized distance between the thymocytes and the dendritic cells as one 

of the key discriminating feature between the wild type and F5 thymocytes. This 

correlates well with a previously published study [4]. Overall, the proposed framework 

represents an ensemble of algorithms contributing key advances to the field of 5-D 

image analysis of tissue microenvironments. 


